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Deployed over 5461 metres (Par 71), the 18 hole course
of the Barbossi Riviera Golf course alternates between
technical diﬃculties, strategic challenges and tactical
choices, while preserving intact, from start to ﬁnish, the
pleasure of playing and walking.
The Barbossi Riviera Golf course has a special
atmosphere right from hole 1 which provides a very
pleasant starting point enabling players to ease their way
into the course gently. Hole 8 deserves a special mention
as the prettiest hole of the course: the raised tee cut into
the rocky hillside, the Riou river running along to the left
of the fairway and the very attractive approach to the
green make this Par 4 hole a superb spectacle.
Play continues serenely until hole 9, which with its vine
scenery on the left, ﬁnishes oﬀ the ﬁrst part of the course
gently. The second stage of the course sees the rhythm
accelerate with technical and aesthetic details which
culminate beautifully on the triumphal drive of hole 18, in

front of the sumptuous Club House.
The RIVIERA GOLF of BARBOSSI is an open-air museum!
A permanent exhibition of contemporary sculptures on
the route and at the Restaurant.
Georges Boisgontier, Max Cartier, Jean-Claude Fahri,
Christian Glace, Gérard Le Roux, Christian Maas, Nel,
Patrice Racois, José Sacal, are all famous sculptors whose
works mark the course of the Riviera Golf de Barbossi.
Itineraries

Marked:
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Openings and Rates

Opening:
All year round.
Home Languages
Languages spoken:
French
Hotel Services:
Accommodation
Shop
Facilities:
Bar
Restaurant
5471
Good plans

The Pass 2 Golf-Courses allows to play all year on the two
courses 18 hole of Mandelieu, among the most beautiful of
the French Riviera : the «Old Course» and the «Riviera Golf
of Barbossi».On sale exclusively at the Tourist Oﬃce directly
at the oﬃce or on line : www.boutique-mandelieu.com [2]
Contact Information

802 Avenue des Amazones
06210
Mandelieu-La Napoule
Phone:
04 92 97 49 49
rivieragolf@ddeb.fr [3]
http://www.domainedebarbossi.fr/riviera-golf/ [4]
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